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As usual is maddening how easy this is to understand and how much everyone

refuses to understand it. There are two things happening here, and they aren't

super hard to understand. There's the asshole administration and the asshole

reporter.

The court said asshole administration revoked asshole Jim Acosta's press pass without due process. WH deemed him

press, gave him a press pass, then they kicked him out without even being able to say who made the decision or on what

grounds.

We want hostile, combative reporters. We **want** that. **You** want that. We want that because the press secretary of

every single administration is a liar. Even the ones you like. Lying is their job. They show up to avoid answering, but give the

appearance of being answerable.

It shouldn't be easy for government to just refuse to be answerable. It should be hard to dodge. Hard to kick people out.

Hard to control the narrative. That shouldn't be easy for the gov't. Not even your most favoritest president.

You, the American citizen, want the truth. Reporters should be there to get it. That means asking questions doggedly,

demanding answers. This is not an obscure idea. It should be obvious to anyone who's experienced having a president you

didn't vote for. Super rare right?

There are a lot of reporters that do that, even biased reporters. April Ryan. Jake Tapper (when he was there.) Major Garrett.

Jon Karl. Chip Reid, Cecilia Vega, Kevin Corke. Good reporters doing good reporter work.

But THEN there are the other people. The actors. They come in two flavors. One is that Gannon guy from the Bush

administration, asking fawning, fake, softball questions to help the administration.

The other flavor is Jim Dam Acosta. He is NOT there to find out answers or the truth. He isn't even pursuing stories. He just

isn't. Come on.

You know what he "asked" Trump once? He said "how can you be America First while rubbing elbows with all these 

bigwigs?" Because Trump was meeting with foreign heads of state and world economic leaders. Acosta asked that. Shouted
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it. Then tweeted that he did it!

That's not a real question, it's not even a real issue. What was he trying to uncover? Reveal? Learn about on our behalf?

Nothing. He was trying to make the rhetorical point that "America first is stupid, you dick."

Most of his "questions" have nearly audible hashtags.

That's policy debate, and BAD, lame, lazy policy debate, at that. It's a verbal tweet, not a real question from a real reporter.

And everybody knows it.

When people say that what Acosta does is a performance, or grandstanding, that's not just a snarky observation, it's an

actual and important point. He is literally not doing the job of a reporter.

It's not merely being a biased liberal hack, which he is, its being a bad faith, dishonest, non-reporter taking up the time when

the real press should be asking real things. It's well beyond fame-seeking, it's glory-seeking. He's smitten with himself and

his perceived status.

It would be bad for the future, and bad for the First Amendment, to let the Trump administration get away with just kicking

him out. And you can say that without moralizing about Acosta's sacred duty and trust. He ain't that guy.

So yeah, the press is right to stand together against bad action by this free press-hating, free speech-hating administration

and the would-be tyrant over it. But spare me piously standing arms linked with that jackass who just ruined it for the rest of

you. And we the people.

You know how a teacher might allow your whole 3rd grade class to have one cookie, and that one asshole kid kept taking

too many, and then, because the teacher can't smack sense into the asshole kid, she has to take away everyone's cookies

forever?

That's him. And now you have stupid rules to follow. Stupid, one-cookie rules with no follow-ups. Everyone loses. Because

one asshole kid just couldn't stop taking all the fucking cookies.
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